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A Changing Culture
Americans’ Approval of Polygamy:
    •  2006 –___% believed it was morally acceptable
    •  2020 –___% believe it is morally acceptable

Americans’ Approval of Homosexual Relationships:
    •  2003 – ___% believed it was morally acceptable
    •  2013 – ___% believed it was morally acceptable
    •  2020 – ___% believe it is morally acceptable

Americans' Approval of Same-Sex Marriage:
    •  2004 – ___% opposed same-sex marriage; ___% approved
    •  2019 – ___% opposed same-sex marriage; ___% approved

Colossians 2:6-8 
6So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continue to live your lives in 
him, 7rooted and built up in him, strengthened in the faith as you were taught, 
and overflowing with thankfulness.

8See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, 
which depends on human tradition and the elemental spiritual forces of this 
world rather than on Christ.

Colossians 2:6-8

Have Christians Been Taken Captive?
  

    •  Pornography: Over ___% of Christian men watch porn at least monthly.
    •  Cohabitation: ___% of teens with religious backgrounds support  
        living together before marriage.
    •  Homosexuality: ___% of Evangelical Millennials believe homosexual  
        relationships are morally acceptable.
    •  Abortion: ___% of women who had an abortion self-identify as Christians.

The Great Reversal:                     
Condemned               Tolerated               Celebrated

2) How did morality change so quickly in our culture?  
    •  Who or What Has Authority?
            o  ______________________ (from BC to 300s)
            o  ______________________ (300s to 1400s)
            o  ______________________ (1400s to 2000s)
            o  ______________________ (today)

   

    •  Four Dead Influencers on Today’s Thinking
            o  Friedrich Nietzsche: Live for the ______________.
            o  Sigmund Freud: Our core identity is _____________.
            o  Karl Marx: Be free from religion’s oppression and ____________.
            o  Charles Darwin: We create our own ________________.

Discussion Starters:
    •  Which statistic was most shocking to you and why?
    •  There are three questions that reveal worldview (authority, knowledge, 
        trustworthiness). Think of someone you know who rejects God. How do 
        you think they answer the three questions?
    •  Based on what you heard this weekend or your own thoughts, why has 
        morality changed so quickly in our country? 

Two Questions to Answer:
1) How do we determine what is true?
    •  Worldview Determines Our Truth
            o  The way we view the world
            o  The lens through which we interpret reality and by which we reason
            o  A set of presuppositions (assumptions) we hold about what is  
                true. We may hold these assumptions consciously or unconsciously, 
                and consistently or inconsistently. 
    •  Questions to Reveal Worldview:
            o  ___________________: Who has the right to tell me what to do?
             o  ____________________: Who knows me and knows what’s best for me?
             o  ____________________: Who loves me and wants what’s best for me?

Different worldviews lead to 
different authorities which result in
different assumptions and
different answers to questions on
different moral issues that
different people embrace.

The most dangerous ideas in a society  
are not the ones that are being argued,  

but the ones that are assumed. 
~ C.S. Lewis


